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Classification

Name: Revak Vadon K’Urr Gender: Male

Species: Zabrak Height: 1 . 68 M

Organization: Clan Odan-Urr Weight: 75 . 0 KG

Title: Consul Hair: None

Rank: Equite 4 Eyes: Green

DOB: 5 ABY Tattoos/Markings:

Last Known Location: Kiast tribal patterns various scars

__________

Skills

Primary: Lightsaber (Niman), Force Powers (Mindtrick, Concealment, Telekinesis)

Secondary: Blasters, Grenades, Martial skills

Preferred Weapons: Lightsaber (dual), Force, Blaster

Martial Style: Whiptree

Max Proficiency: Level 4

__________
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Statement

Revak Vadon K’Urr is the current leader of the organization known as Clan Odan-Urr who is affiliated
with the Dark Jedi Brotherhood. I have yet to ascertain very much of the target’s past but from what
I’ve gathered, the target was trained in both the light and dark sides of the Force. Compared to others
of similar species, the target is of above average intelligence with average physical strength and
speed. As a Zabrak the target has higher endurance and higher tolerances to pain compared to the
average Human. The target is proficient in the Niman lightsaber fighting style where the target
deploys two lightsabers at the same time (either one in each hand or joined together). The target also
carries a E-851 blaster pistol that is kept in a holster strapped to the target’s right thigh and a Sith
dagger (obtained during Inquisitor training?) which remains sheathed vertically across the lower back.
Sources tell me that the target remains stoic on the battlefield. The target is a meticulous planner who
is always prepared, but because of this, has trouble backing down during a fight. Confidence?
Arrogance? I will have to continue my observations to know for sure. The target is well trained in the
Force, deploying telekinesis and mindtricks while concealed. When out in open ground, the target uses
ranged attacks such as Force lightning, blinding powers, grenades and barriers for a defense. The
target typically wears the armor of the Jedi Generals with a cloak emblazoned with the Clan Odan-Urr
(COU) crest. The target has two main modes of transportation. Other than Clan ships, the target travels
on a Dalgo and owns a personal VT-49 Decimator. As the mission progresses, I can collect more
information on the target. It is my recommendation though, that the target either be terminated or
captured for assimilation.

I hereby declare the above information and statements above are accurate to the best of my knowledge

Signed: Droz Vodoc
Battlemaster

(Attach Target Photos below this line)
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